Water engineering projects and several studies in hydrology and water resources rely on hydrological data such as rainfall. The current study uses feedforward backpropagation (BP) artificial neural networks (ANNs) models; i.e. pseudo Mac Laurin BP order 1 and order 2 derivatives (McL1BP and McL2BP) as models to fill in maxima annual monthly rainfall data. The effect of the scaling parameter of the sigmoid function is investigated on the performance of the modeling process. Statistical indicators such as root mean square error of predictions (RMSEp) and correlation coefficient (r) are used to evaluate the performance. These two models are applied preliminarily to a case study in the North-West region of South Africa, particularly the Mamogaleskraal (SAWS station no. 05124812) (control) rainfall station and the De Kroon (SAWS gauge no. 05125809) (target) rainfall station. Results confirmed that increasing gap size on the target rainfall station affects negatively the accuracy of simulated missing values. For a given value of the scaling parameter, the two models under investigation gave close results. It was observed that increasing scaled parameter decreases the accuracy of the simulated values and may slightly favor one model over the other. In general these models or techniques underestimate the missing rainfall values. McL1BP and McL2BP were acceptable to fill in the annual maxima monthly rainfall values at De Kroon rainfall station. Further work may include other rainfall data sets of South Africa, as well as other hydrological data such as evaporation, wind speed, etc.
Introduction
There is no doubt that water engineering projects and several studies in hydrology and water resources depend heavily on hydrological data such as rainfall, streamflow, evaporation, etc. The importance of rainfall data cannot be overemphasized for social, economic development as well as the ecosystem sustainability. Incompleteness or gaps of hydrological time-series is one of the major challenges that water resource managers and planners usually face. These challenges are even more in developing countries than in developed countries [2] , [3] .
Several models or techniques for hydrological data infilling are given in the literature; e.g. regression methods and artificial neural networks [1] and [5] . The superiority of ANNs has been shown when compared with statistical methods, e.g. [1] ; [5] . The use of ANNs (in particular pseudo Mac Laurin BP) for simulating missing hydrological data is not yet popular, except [2] , [5] , [6] .
The current paper investigates the effect of the scaling parameter in the mostly popular activation function, i.e. sigmoid function for Mac Laurin BP ANNs, during missing data infilling process. These ANN techniques (i.e. McL1BP and McL2BP) are applied in particular to maxima annual monthly rainfall data. The terms "technique", "algorithm" and "model" are used interchangeably; similarly with the terms "artificial neural network" and "neural network".
Pseudo Mac Laurin Power Series Feedforward BP ANNs and Hydrological Data

Overview
ANNs, which are similar to biological systems, are considered to be a set of interconnected neurons. Figure 1 depicts an example of a feedforward neural network where the error term is propagated from the input layer to the output layer and back the hidden layer until the error is minimized [2] . In the BP ANN, the weight change update equations for the output layer and the hidden layer [2] , [3] , [6] can be re-written as follows respectively:
In the above-given equations, the bias terms are removed for practical considerations, i.e. their use is optional [2] ; [3] .
The error terms 
Its general form (with the scaling parameter a>0), equation (3) The pseudo Mac Laurin Power series derivatives order 1 and order 2 feedforward BP ANNs (McL1BP and McL1BP) techniques were used for seasonal streamflow data and maxima annual flow data respectively [2] and [5] . Recently these techniques were incorporated into the generalized BP algorithm. The formulation of McL1BP and McL2BP is given in detail by [2] and is mainly based on the simplistic form the sigmoid function as activation function (see Equation 3 ). The current study investigates the effect of the scaling parameter "a" in the general form of the sigmoid function for McL1BP and McL2BP models. In this case, the following equations (5) and (6) are the Mac Laurin power series derivatives order 1 and order 2 respectively when considering the general form of the sigmoid function:
Where 0<x<1 (in relation with scaled inputs and scaled outputs, which should not be confused with the scaling parameter a) For McL1BP, equation (5) can be applied to the output and hidden layers in terms of net inputs pk net and pj net . Hence equation (5) will yield respectively to equations (7) and (8):
Similarly, for McL2BP, equation (6) yields to equations (9) and (10) below:
The weight change update equations will depend on equations [(7), (8) Data were obtained from the South African Weather Service (SAWS). The annual maxima monthly rainfall for Mamogaleskraal (SAWS station no. 05124812) rainfall station and the De Kroon (SAWS gauge no. 05125809) rainfall station were considered to assess the performance Table 1 shows that rainfall data series were complete. For the application of ANN models, missing values (from 5 % to 40 %) were artificially created at the target rainfall station 05125809, similarly to [3] , [5] and [6] . The configuration of neural networks was single input-output three-layered ANN. Although a wide range of learning rates were tried, the learning rate values ranging between 0.1 and 0.25 gave acceptable results. The two models, i.e. McL1BP and McL2BP were applied by scaling the rainfall data within the range 0.1 to 0.9. The general sigmoid function was used by considering the scaling parameter "a" values ranging between 0 and 2, i.e. a = 0.5, 1.5 and 2. Tables 2a, 2b and 2c summarize the results obtained from the two algorithms. The models were trained on the concurrent observed parts and were subsequently tested on the missing parts.
Results and discussion
From Tables 2a, 2b , 2c, for a given value of the scaling parameter (a>0), it is observed that the model performance indicator RMSEp increases with the proportion of missing data (or gap size) at the target rainfall; i.e. 05125809. Figure 2 is just an illustration from Tables 2. For this specific case (a = 0.5), the relationship between RMSEp and gap size is linear. A similar relationship was found by [2] . Since RMSEp is an indicator of the accuracy of simulated values, the accuracy for both McL1BP and McL2BP decreases as the proportion of missing annual maxima monthly rainfall increases. This is a similar observation made by [2] ; [5] ; [6] . From Tables 2a, 2b and 2c, the correlation coefficient (r) on its side decreases with increasing proportion of missing values. Hence the accuracy of ANN models in terms of r values is relatively good for smaller gap sizes at the target rainfall. Figure 3 is an illustration of the observation from Tables 2, hence for this specific case, the relationship between r and gap size was found to be linear. The model performance is relatively better for smaller gap size measurements. This could be explained by the fact that the neural networks are trained on larger proportions of concurrent observed data. The weights obtained during training could be more accurate than those optimized from smaller sample data. Hence these weights are used to estimate few data during testing period and imply a good generalisation capability for the neural network during testing. In other words, the level for the neural networks to forget is relatively low during estimation process for data that was not seen before, i.e. during training period. However, for larger proportions of missing values, the neural networks are trained on relatively smaller sample of data, which is not a good representation of the whole data series. The weights obtained during training might not be very good enough since training has been carried out on smaller observed data series. Subsequently, with the same weights, testing is done on relatively high proportions of missing values that neural networks did not see before; i.e. during training. In this case the generalization capability of the neural networks becomes poor since they tend to forget what was done during training period. Hence, it is believed that for larger gap sizes at the subject rainfall station, the "generalization capability" for both neural networks is reduced since training of ANNs is done on smaller data sets. McL1BP and McL2BP techniques were compared first based on the RMSEp, which is expressed in mm of rainfall. Differences in RMESp appear to be relatively very small for the two models. However, when one has to convert maxima annual monthly rainfall in volume of rain over a catchment area, the choice can be first done on McL1BP (for a>1) since the differences in volumes of rainfall could be noticeable for the 2 techniques. The first choice could be made on McL2BP for a < 0.5. Secondly the correlation coefficient (r) between simulated and observed values at 05125809 rainfall station was established to define the model/performance accuracy.
The r values were fairly acceptable. The models were acceptable for the simulation of missing values at the target rainfall station; however they generally underestimate the missing rainfall values.
Conclusion and Further work
The effect of the scaling parameter in the sigmoid function was investigated for McL1BP and McL2BP models. The results showed that these models performed closely and were acceptable to fill in maxima annual monthly rainfall missing values at rainfall station 05125809. It was shown that the model performance becomes increasingly less as the gap size increases at the target rainfall station. This observation was made in previous studies. The values of scaling parameters gave advantage of one model over the other during estimation process of missing rainfall data. Further work may include other rainfall data sets of South Africa, as well as other hydrological data such as evaporation, wind speed, etc.
